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Sonam Is Now Oicially Mrs. Sonam Kapoor Ahuja

Sonam Kapoor is now married to Delhi businessman Anand
Ahuja and has oficially turned
Mrs. Sonam Kapoor Ahuja.
Sonam’s mother made this announcement in a cute video in
which Anand is seen applying
applied sindoor on her forehead
and made her wear the mangal-

sutra. After the ceremony, Sonam made the announcement on
Instagram. The actress, soon to
be seen in ‘Veere Di Wedding’,
changed her name from Sonam
Kapoor to Sonam Kapoor Ahuja
on the photo-sharing site.
Sonam sister Rhea was chief
bridesmaid. The marriage was a

traditional Sikh ceremony at Sonam’s aunt’s Bandra bungalow.
Sonam wore a fabulous lehenga by Anuradha Vakil festooned
with a spectacular choker and
a necklace along with matching mathapatti and jhumkis.
Anand Ahuja wore a gold sherwani.
Several Bollywood celebrities
including Amitabh Bachchan,
Aamir Khan, Rani Mukerji, Sonam’s colleagues Swara Bhasker
and Kareena Kapoor and her best
friend Jacqueline attended the
ceremony in the morning along
with the family members.
Here’s what the celebrities
tweeted: Priyanka Chopra: Congratulations Sonam Kapoor and
Anand Ahuja on your big day!
I am so bummed I could not be
there for the elegance that was

series for BBC titled ‘Mrs Wilson’. It is a good role. Whenever
I work for an international series
or movie, then from within I feel I
am representing India and I have
to give my best.
“I have to do good work in
India but outside, I want to do
better.” Anupam further wrote:
“Whenever I am doing an international ilm or series, in my
mind I feel I am oficially representing my country and I have
to give my bestest. I get a sense
of extra responsibility. Desh ki

and big city. On our way to Sonam’s wedding reception. Congrats to the amazing bride and
groom and to a lifetime of happiness together.
Riteish Deshmukh: Congratulations to the newly weds Sonam
and Anand - An absolute fairy
tale wedding. You guys looked
gorgeous. Wishing you all the
happiness and love in the world.
Genelia Deshmukh: Congratulations Sonam and Anand on your
wedding... You guys looked lovely, radiant and so good together
and marriage is only going to
make it better. Warmest Regards.
Pulkit Samrat: Congratulations
to the lovely couple Anand and
Sonam! Wish you guys a life full
of fairy tale adventures! Big hug
guys and big congratulations to
happiest father Anil Kapoor sir.

‘Guitar Only’ Background Score

I Want To Do Better Globally: Anupam
MUMBAI: Veteran actor Anupam Kher says whenever he
takes up an international ilm or
series, he feels a sense of responsibility about representing India.
So while he says he focuses on
“good work” in India, he wants to
do “better” outside.
The actor, 65, on Sunday had
tweeted that he was travelling to
Belfast, Ireland for the shoot of
“Mrs Wilson”.
In an accompanying video, he
said: “Have reached London and
from here I got to Belfast for a

your wedding. I wish you the
happiest life always! Much love.
Shah Rukh Khan: I kind of
know, how it feels when a piece of
your heart gets married. Danced
and celebrated love for daughters
with my inspiration Anil Kapoor.
Anushka Sharma: Happiness,
love and a life time of joy to you
both Sonam Kapoor and Anand
Ahuja and Welcome to the club!
It is such a beautiful journey of
life, love and growth.
Shekhar Kapur: So terriic and
heart warming to see whole ilm
community gathering together to
bless the wedding of one of their
own. Speaks so highly of Anil
Kapoor’s incredible goodwill in
the Industry, and how much everyone loves Sonam. All my love
and happiness to both of you.
Madhuri Dixit: Bright lights

bhi izzat ka sawaal hota hai (it’s
a matter of my country’s prestige
too)! Looking forward to a great
experience. 515th project.”
The actor, who has earlier featured in a slew of foreign projects,
will also be seen in an upcoming
series titled “New Amsterdam”, a
medical drama.
He has been nominated for
the Virgin TV British Academy
Television Awards in 2018 for his
work in the adaptation of Satnam
Sanghera’s memoir “The Boy
with the Topknot”, a TV movie.

MUMBAI,: Naseeruddin Shah
and Sonali Kulkarni-starrer
“Hope Aur Hum” will feature a
background score done only on a
single instrument.
The Sudip Bandyopadhyay directorial, which has a cast full of
theatre actors, has a background
score done using only the guitar.
Music director Rupert Fernandes and Bandyopadhyay
wanted to try something very
different for the ilm, and so
they decided to create the entire
background and song score with

one instrument. Fernandes said:
“When I saw the ilm, the one
feeling that stayed with me was
that it had a very personal touch.
The story, the performances and
direction, cinematography, editing... Everything had a simple yet
a very powerful message.
“I had this intuition of interpreting the music - the background
score, as well as the songs, only
through - the guitar. The tunes
made with the guitar are supported by the voices of Shaan, Sonu
Nigam and Bhoomi Trivedi.

‘Evening Shadows’ To Be Closing Film At LGBTQ Festival
MUMBAI: French ilm “Beats
Per Minute” and Indian ilm
“Evening Shadows” will be the
opening and closing ilms respectively at the ninth edition of the
Kashish Mumbai International
Queer Film Festival.
The festival, the theme for
which this year is ‘Together, With

Pride’, will he held from May 2327 at the Liberty Carnival Cinemas and Metro Inox here.
As many as 140 ilms from 45
countries will be screened at the
festival. These will include 33 Indian LGBTQ ilms.
“The opening and closing ilms
this year relect the theme of the

festival - ‘Together, With Pride’.
While the opening ilm ‘Beats
Per Minute’ highlights the coming together of individuals to
ight a common cause, the AIDS
epidemic, the closing ilm ‘Evening Shadows’ highlights how it
is important for family members
to come together to support their

children,” Sridhar Rangayan, festival director, said.
“Evening Shadows” had its
world premiere in February 2018
at the Sydney Mardigras Film
Festival and has been screened
in Bengaluru, Los Angeles, and
won the ‘Free To Be Me’ award
at Roze Filmdagen, Amsterdam.

“’Evening Shadows’ has been
selected to screen at six more
festivals. But this screening in
Mumbai is special for the team,
as it is for home audiences. We
are looking forward to the Indian
LGBTQ community and their
families to embrace our ilm and
the message,” Rangayan said.
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